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Single acceptor dopants in Si along with dangling bonds are enabling technologies for atomic scale charge
and spin-based devices.1 Additionally, recent advances in hydrogen lithography have enabled the patterning
of quantum dot based circuit elements with atomic precision.[2] We engineered a single acceptor coupled
to a dangling bond wire on highly doped p-type H-Si(100) and characterized its electronic properties with
scanning tunneling spectroscopy. The coupled entity has an electronic structure that behaves as a conductive
wire fromwhich the charge state of the dopant can be accessed and has a complex dependence on the dangling
bond wire length. In addition, dI/dV mapping reveals features reminiscent of charging rings that are centered
over the dopant and overlap with the wire.[3] This overlap varies with electric field and its tunability may
augment the functionality of dangling bond based quantum devices.
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Figure 1: Figure 1. a) (1.8 V 50 pA) STM image of a 7 dangling bond wire fabricated next to a subsurface
Boron dopant on highly doped P type H-Si (100) with individual spectroscopy points denoted by arrows.
b) dI/dV spectroscopy taken over the dopant and wire shown in a), exhibiting previously unobserved
peaks at -1.4 V and 0.9 V.
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